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By incorporating community lawyering into our practices, legal services programs work with communities to address the systemic causes of injustice faced by our clients. In this interactive session, presenters will introduce community lawyering and how they have implemented it in their practices to promote racial and economic justice.
COMMUNITY LAWYERING FOR RACIAL & ECONOMIC JUSTICE:

* [A community] lawyer’s role in change is supporting community organizations and other organized groups of people (i.e. worker/tenant associations, immigrant/community coalitions, and unions), who win benefits and shift power through collective action and strategic campaigns ..... True sustainable change comes from building large-scale, democratic organizations focused on building the power and conscious leadership of poor and working people.*

Charles Elsesser, Community Lawyering: The Role of Lawyers in the Social Justice Movement

EXAMPLES OF COMMUNITY LAWYERING *

Legal Support to Organizations & Members
Know Your Rights & Community Education
Legal Observation & Defense of Protesters
Research & Advocacy for Community-Led Policy Campaigns
Transactional & Capacity-Building Support to Organizations

* Some of these examples may be more limited for LSC-funded organizations, but there are many ways to be a community lawyer!
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